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THE EARTHWORKS AT HARLING THORPE

by Brian Cushion and Alan Davison

Attention was drawn to the earthworks at Thorpe in West Harling (TL 946 841) when they

were identified as a ‘lost' or deserted village by K]. Allison in 1955 when he described the

site as lying ‘between the house and the cottage”,1 He reported that he could see no sign of

the ruined church which was marked on the Ordnance Survey maps. Subsequently some references

to the site were made in two studies of West Harling by one of the present writers.2 In these

the site was shown to be more extensive than had been previously suggested and a brief descrip—

tion was given of the form of the earthworks and of the history of this settlement. In 1989 it

was suggested that slight ridges lying to the west of Thorpe Farm and visible on an aerial

photograph3 were probably relics of ridge and furrow.4 In view of this, and as no plan of the

earthworks existed. it seemed desirable to make a detailed survey of the site and to assess the

documentary information available.

The Earthworks (Brian Cushion)

The earthworks are in two meadows lying on either side of Thorpe Farm. in the Civil Parish

of Harling. approximately one mile east—north—east of Brettenham. The meadow to the east of

the farm house is almost divided by the gardens and buildings of Thorpe Cottages. It has earth-

works which include a hollow way running roughly from west to east and interrupted by the

gardens. with the easternmost portion having four probable tofts between the hollow way and  
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the flood plain to the north. The tofts are divided by well—defined ditches, and at least two show

evidence of platforms (Fig. 1).

To the west of Thorpe Cottages, there is a broad depression leading northwards from the

hollow way towards the flood plain, while further west a junction of hollow ways is evident,

with a short length of way joining from the south.

A length of masonry, marked on the plan, is of flint, and has been shown on Ordnance Survey

plans for many years as ‘Church (Remains of)”. The site of this masonry, immediately adjacent

to the flood plain to the north, must cast doubt on this interpretation, unless some extensive

topographical changes have taken place. According to the occupier of one of the cottages, a

millstone lies buried in his garden suggesting an alternative interpretation of the masonry as

a remnant of a water—mill on a former river channel.

The edge of the flood plain is more irregular than suggested by the present gently-curving

drain and presents a more convincingly natural appearance. The broadening of the river due

north of Thorpe Farm. partially shown on the plan, is a post-Second World War modification

to the landscape.

To the west of Thorpe Farm, apart from a short length of depression immediately north—west

of the buildings and leading towards the flood plain, the earthworks consist of a series of ridges

and depressions on a north—west to south—east alignment, with the easternmost depression ap—

parently connected directly to the flood plain. This fact. together with their position and their

straight and narrow appearance. does suggest some form of water-meadow system rather than

ridge and furrow as previously thought.

The earthworks cover a small area. and if this represents virtually the total settled area then

it indicates a hamlet rather than a village. The flood plain bears some evidence of former water—

courses: this may be taken as further support for the suggestion of a water—mill on the site.

The Documentary Background (Alan Davison)

In Domesday Book no distinction is made between any of the five ‘Herlinga’ holdings.5 The

part which is now known as Thorpe was held by a certain Richard from the Abbey of St. Ed—

mundsbury. It had a recorded population of eight and consisted of one carucate (120 acres) of

arable land and three acres of meadow. There were two plough teams on the demesne in 1086

(one only in 1066) and two among the men. Sheep, which had increased from 120 in 1066 to

180 in 1086, were the most important livestock. The valuation had doubled to 40 shillings by 1086.

In 1302 and 1316 this holding was in the hands of the de Hakeford family and later, in 1346

and in 1428, it was shown as being held by the Secfords" and the manor was known as Hackford

Hall and, subsequently, Seckfords.

Some details of the economy of Seckford manor are available for some years between 1328—29

and 1377—78.7 On all but one occasion, the largest acreage of arable was under rye while there

were substantial acreages of oats and barley. Wheat was sown in insignificant amounts and only

in later years. Peas were never sown to any great extent. Apart from a few years in the late

1330s there were large numbers of sheep; cattle were also kept but numbers declined as sheep

increased.

In 1400 there was a grant made by James de Brethenham to Thomas Garden of the fishery

of Estfcn in Shadwell. a hamlet in Rushford, with a fishtrap within the fishery, a watercourse.

and the use of a small boat. This fishery was described as extending in breadth towards the

southern part of the Shadwell fishery, in length to the curtilage of Philip de Shadwell and a
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pool belonging to John de Gonevill towards the west, and as far as the water—mill of Sir William

de Berdewell ‘in Thorpharlynge’ to the east.8 It is clear from this and other deeds in the same

source that the Thet and its flood plain were the sites of important fisheries. Although the de

Berdewells had the site of their manor near West Harling church there seems little doubt that,

as the lands of the various manors are known to have been much intermingled, the mill must

have lain close to the boundary with Rushford parish somewhere in Harling Thorpe

A few other details of the form of the settlement of Harling Thorpe are given in court roll

entries. In 1495 details given of a messuage and land purchased in Thorpe described it as lying

between a close belonging to Thomas Sekford to the west, a common stream to the east, and

with its southern end lying against field land and its northern end abutting on Thorpe Fen.9

In 1549 an acre of land lying in Thorpe field was said to abut on the street of Thorpe to the

north.10 In 1489 a man called Thomas Halle was said to be ‘from the street called Thorpe”.

In 1486 John Wattison, said elsewhere to be from Thorpe, was presented for making an illegal

way across a close called Yongmannes to get to a mill. This close was described at a later court

as being in Thorpe.9

No documentary evidence for a church at Harling Thorpe has come to light.

The manor of Seckfords was purchased by Sir Bassingbourn Gawdy in 1564,11 thus uniting

all the manors of West Harling in single lordship. This seems to have had little immediate effect

on the settlement at Thorpe as there are continuing references to the street in the late 16505

and on up to 1709, including some to messuages and hemplands.12 However, this did not app-

ly to the manor house as Blomefield showed: ‘The manor—house hath been down many ages,

for in 1398 the lord lived at Seckford and had a pond or pool in the late site of the manor,

called Seckford Hall-Yard Close, in West Harling’. The street eventually appears to have shared

the fate of the rest of the village of West Harling.2

Summary

The documentary evidence, though slender, does seem to relate quite closely to the linear

street form of the settlement revealed by the survey. The absence of any reference to a church

either in documents or in Blomefield’s account, together with the evidence for a mill supports

the logical conclusion made from field observation that that is the true identity of the remnant

of masonry.

There is no longer any convincing sign of the pool mentioned by Blomefield, but the documen—

tary evidence points to active exploitation of the valley floor for fisheries, as the site of a mill,

and as meadow land. To the south of the street, on gently—rising ground, lay arable land. The

settlement also had limited access to the Little Ouse as a tongue of land within the parish ex—

tends southwards to the crossing—place of the Peddars Way there.

The picture of the line of buildings and enclosures between arable land to the south and the

low-lying lands of the valley floor to the north must throw in question the identity of the features

at the western end. Taken together with their form and position, water—meadows are the most

likely explanation for these.

Harling Thorpe must be seen as a manorial cluster or hamlet and not as a true village. It ap—

pears to be an example of a type of detached settlement which seems to have come into ex—

istence within Breckland parishes as population began to expand in early medieval times. Usually

linear in shape, and frequently associated with a manorial site, they developed at the edges of

the flood plains in river valleys where meadow and pasture were available. Thorpe must have

been in existence before 1066, although, of more than fifty sherds of pottery found on the site
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in recent years. most were medieval or post—medieval and none was of Early. Middle or Late

Saxon date. Examples of similar hamlets have been found at Stonehouse Farm in West Harling

itself,2 in Illington13 and in the Cressinghams.l4
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